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Meet Your 
Instructor

Brett Curry is the CEO of OMG Commerce, a performance marketing agency, Google

Premier Partner and Amazon Ad Partner. Brett is the host of two leading eCommerce

podcasts - Spicy Curry and eCommerce Evolution Podcast highlighting what’s new and

what’s next in eCommerce. He and his team manage Google, YouTube, and Amazon

ad campaigns for growing eCommerce brands.  

They’ve worked with an impressive array of brands including NATIVE, Boom by Cindy

Joseph, Monin, Organifi, Madison Reed and many more. He’s a frequent speaker on top

industry stages like Traffic & Conversion Summit, Social Media Marketing World,

SellerCon, IRCE and more. He’s also been featured on top industry publications such as

Search Engine Journal, Smart Marketer, the Shopify Blog and more.

https://www.omgcommerce.com/omg-original-podcasts
https://www.omgcommerce.com/omg-original-podcasts
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What separates top eComm brands from the rest?
?

[

They lean into creatives! PMAX isn't just a trick or a tool. It's a new campaign  type that works best

when you have great creatives!

A carousel of product images for Overtone.

Those images will show up with a simple keyword search.

WHAT IS PERFORMANCE MAX?

AMP (Accelerated Marketing Portfolios) with a Strong Base 

AWARENESS CONSIDERATION PURCHASE LOYTALTY

Getting Started With Performance Max



Getting Started With Performance Max

Performance Max is AI and Machine Learning based,
but works best with smart human oversight.

What Makes 
Up PMax?

You can find Performance Max Campaigns in the campaign menu in Google Ads.

Google Shopping Gmail Google Search

YouTube Google Discovery Google Display

Why Google Created Performance Max:

• To leverage unsold inventory. 
• To create the perfect environment for machine learning.
• To compete with the ease of setting up and managing Facebook ads.
• To replace Smart Shopping.

Performance Max Should be a Top Campaign For You.!



Getting Started With Performance Max

Audience Signals vs. Audiences

Audience signals are NOT the same as audience targets. They are more like audience
suggestions. They serve as a starting point for Google to understand your ideal

customer so it can find more ideal customers.  In other words, this feature allows the
advertiser to inform Google who they think the ads would be best suited for.

Here's a sample audience signal built for oVertone. This was built using search
terms that oVertone's customers are likely to search for on Google.

?WHAT'S DIFFERENT FROM PREVIOUS GOOGLE CAMPAIGNS? 



Getting Started With Performance Max

Audience Signals vs. Audiences

Asset Groups 
versus

Ad Groups

Assets
Audience signals
Listing groups

Video Ads
Images (lifestyle and product)
Headlines & descriptions for search
Headlines & descriptions for display

Assets Groups Consist Of:

Assets

A list of all eligible keywords for Overtone hair dye.

In-market
Custom segments
Remarketing
Customer match
Live events & more

Audience Signals
Listing Group
Product Feed
Single product or multiple

Live events & more

[



Getting Started With Performance Max

Listing Group vs. Product Groups 

Building out an Asset Group. Notice you can preview your ads on each
channel that makes up PMAX: YouTube, Gmail, Search, Display, Discover

Listing groups are made up of product listings. Product listings come
from your Merchant Center product feed.

Smart Bidding Only!

Maximize conversion

Maximize conversions with a target CPA

Maximize conversion value

Maximize conversion value with a target ROAS[



Getting Started With Performance Max

Maximize Conversion Value - Target ROAS

Maximize Conversions - Target CPA

Longer Learning Period (sometimes)
Learning period is typically 2 - 6 weeks!
However, this does pay off in the long run.[

2 ROAS for Subscriptions



Getting Started With Performance Max

A list of BOOM! YouTube Campaigns that run alongside PMAX.

How Does Performance Max Compliment Existing
Google Ads Campaigns?
PMax compliments YouTube Campaigns, it doesn't replace them. Run YouTube
campaigns alongside PMAX for best results. 

Performance Max performs best when:
You have specific advertising and conversion goals. For
example, driving online sales, lead generation, and form
submissions.

GOOGLE PERFORMANCE MAX TIP

! PMAX & YOUR MARKETING STACK



Getting Started With Performance Max

Augments Search Campaigns

A Google Ad is the first thing that appears when someone
searches for BOOM! By Cindy Joseph

Search Campaigns that compliment Performance Max.

PMAX mostly compliments existing search campaigns. It will fill in the gaps and drive
traffic from searches that your existing campaigns aren't covering well. In some cases
PMAX will take traffic from your existing search campaigns if your campaign structure
isn't optimal. 



A detailed remarketing campaign build out like the one shown
above is still recommended even when running PMAX.

PMax Can Compliment Standard 
Shopping Campaigns. 

If Targeting The Same Product Ids Or If Running In The Same Account -
Performance Max Will Steal Clicks From Standard Shopping. If targeting
different product IDs or if running in separate accounts - Performance
Max and Standard Shopping can work side-by-side.

Augments Remarketing Campaigns

NOTE:

Getting Started With Performance Max
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 Google’s Performance Max Best Practices

Because Performance Max serves ads across Google media inventory, it’s important to
have ads that can apply to all the inventory options in order to drive strong engagement
and conversion likelihood with consumers. Creative assets are one of the most important ways
to optimize Performance Max results. Below are unique best practices on how to prepare your
assets and use reports to optimize them.

Creative Asset Groups Best Practices



 Google’s Performance Max Best Practices

General Creative Best Practice:
Craft messaging to promote your product and services that is aligned across assets, focuses on
consumer benets, and avoids generic language/messaging, to ensure your asset groups have
clear themes.

Text Inventory Specs
5 x 30 character max headline
(at least one with 15 characters or fewer)

5 x 90 character max descriptions 
(at least one with 60 characters or fewer)

1 x 90 character headline

Text Best Practices

Highlight information about your product and
offerings (like promotions) within your
headlines and descriptions. Why: Promotions
and discounts spark interest and help motivate
customers to complete purchases.

Only capitalize the rst word and proper nouns
in your headlines and descriptions. Why: Use
sentence casing in your creative, rather than all
caps, to provide a more organic and authentic ad
experience.

Text assets should be distinct from each other and
make sense when combined. E.g. don't repeat
phrases in your headline and description that
would be repetitive. Please use descriptions that
could be paired with Dynamic Headlines if Final
URL expansion is turned on.

 Asset Preparation



 Google’s Performance Max Best Practices

Video Inventory Specs

Videos in different sizes/orientations such as
horizontal, vertical, or square maybe > 10
seconds in length

Video Best Practices

Use video assets that are aligned to
your brand guidelines and
messaging. In asset groups that don’t
have video assets, Performance Max
may auto-generate video assets based
on uploaded text/image assets.

You may also reach out to your Google
team to request access to the YouTube
Video Builder tool.

 Asset Preparation

Image Inventory Specs

Add up to 15 images with at least:
1 x 600x314 landscape
1 x 300x300 square
1 x 314x314 square (for campaigns with
Store Visits goal)

Add up to 5 logos with at least: 
1 x 128x128 logo
Recommended: 1200 × 628
Max le size: 5,120KB

Image Best Practices

Use the maximum number of image
inventory specs that your brand has
available
Use authentic, high-quality images
that inspire people to engage with
your brand and avoid overly staged
stock photography. Why: High-quality
images tell a more engaging story about
your products or services and are more
likely to inspire customer action.



Want to Go Deeper & Super Charge Your PMAX Results? 
Check out our full Performance Max Blueprint. Get video walkthroughs, 
expert checklists and all the insights you need to launch and maximize 

Performance Max!
 

Want an expert to build, manage and optimize PMAX for you? 
Request a free strategy session from OMG Commerce. 

PMax
Google

https://smartmarketer.com/google-pmax-blueprint/
https://www.omgcommerce.com/contact

